
Timus Network Takes Home 5 Awards for

Innovative Approach to Cybersecurity

Three gold medals in the 2023 Cybersecurity Excellence Awards as well as 2 more

prizes in the Globee Cybersecurity Awards reflect the tech firm’s commitment to

providing “comprehensive and cost-effective solutions for businesses of all types

and sizes,” COO says

Cambridge, Massachusetts - At this year’s Cybersecurity Excellence Awards, Timus Networks

received the Gold Medal for “Most Innovative Cybersecurity Company.” The firm also took home

the gold in the “Zero Trust Security” and “Cybersecurity-as-a-Service” categories.

Additionally at the Globee Cybersecurity Awards, which were held earlier this week, it won the

silver prize for “Artificial Intelligence in Security.” The pioneering Boston-based tech firm also

took home the bronze prize in the “Zero Trust Security” category. Winners at this year’s Globee

Awards will be honored at a virtual ceremony to be held in May.

“We’re grateful to our amazing team, valuable partners, and loyal customers, all of whom

helped us get where we are today,” Timus COO Hakan Hintoglu says.

https://www.timusnetworks.com


The Cybersecurity Excellence Awards is an annual competition honoring individuals and

companies that demonstrate excellence, innovation and leadership in cybersecurity.

Held every year, the Globee Awards recognize IT firms that produce groundbreaking

cybersecurity solutions and services. The awards cover a wide range of categories, including

data privacy, cloud security, and threat detection, among a number of others.

Award-Winning Cybersecurity Solutions

An innovative cloud-based platform, Timus lets businesses manage network security through a

single, easy-to-use interface. Taking an all-in-one approach to cybersecurity, Timus offers a

subscription-based model that reduces the need for outdated hardware-based technologies.

“In today’s rapidly evolving digital landscape, where novel threats emerge on an almost daily

basis, cybersecurity has never been so important,” Hintoglu says. “These awards reflect our

continued commitment to providing comprehensive and cost-effective solutions for businesses of

all types and sizes.”

‘Optimal Protection against Unforeseen Threats’

Being the go-to choice for 15 thousand of customers worldwide and protecting more than 1

million users globally, Timus is an all-in-one Saat product designed to meet all the security

needs of the hybrid workplace for small & midsized businesses. It provides a wide range of

cutting-edge cybersecurity tools and services, thus eliminating the need for large IT teams.

https://cybersecurity-excellence-awards.com


Timus also lets businesses optimize workflows by securely linking employees, devices, and

applications – wherever they are on the planet. This is of crucial importance in the

post-pandemic era, where remote working has become commonplace.

“With Timus, businesses can manage their remote-access processes, cloud connectivity, and

threat prevention from a single platform,” Hintoglu explains. “Its AI-driven security solutions,

meanwhile, ensure optimal protection against unforeseen threats.”

“We’re honored to have been recognized for our unique approach to cybersecurity,” he adds.

“Timus remains dedicated – more than ever – to providing customers with the very best

cybersecurity solutions available.”

For more information, please visit: www.TimusNetworks.com
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